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Magnetic Fields and Handedness
● Handedness is rare in large scale phenomena

○ Weather systems and magnetic fields are examples

● If measured, a global helical magnetic field has 
far reaching implications

○ A favored scenario for creation is electroweak
phase transition

○ Affected by changes in the Chern-Simon number 
of baryogenesis

● The handedness in the arrival direction of high-energy photons
can be related back to the helicity of the magnetic field
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This project
● Reference work by Tashiro et al. (2014 MNRAS 445 L41)

○ Helicity of large-scale magnetic fields

○ Used Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) photon data

○ Found low significance evidence of left-handedness

● Improvement in our work
o More data (~11 years > ~6 years)

o Better data (P8R3 > Pass7 reprocessed)

o Improved handling of measurement uncertainty 

with simulations accounting for the instrument response and

Galactic interstellar emission
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General theoretical motivation

● Handedness is parity odd

● Mathematical construct: pseudoscalar

● 1, 2, 3 must have some ordering - energy

● Summing 𝑞 over all possible triplets should add to 0 for random directions
● Choices by Tashiro et al. have physical motivation based on Tashiro and 

Vachaspati (2011, Phys. Rev. D 87, 123527)
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Refining the correlator (Tashiro et al.)
● Photons generated from TeV electron showers in helical B-field

○ Low-energy photons are deflected more than high-energy photons

● Look for handedness in expanding circular patches around highest energy 
photons

● Standard uncertainty estimate 
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Refining the correlator (Tashiro et al.)
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Specification of calculations

● 𝑄 is calculated for 𝑅 = 1° to 25°

● 3 choices of latitude cut: ±60°, 70°, 80°

● Photons binned in 5 bins : 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60  GeV

● 𝐸# always 50-60 GeV

● 6 possible combinations of energy bins with

𝐸! < 𝐸" < 𝐸#

𝐸! (GeV) 𝐸" (GeV) 𝐸# (GeV)

10-20 20-30 50-60

10-20 30-40 50-60

10-20 40-50 50-60

20-30 30-40 50-60

20-30 40-50 50-60

30-40 40-50 50-60

R=1°
R=2°

R=3°
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Fermi-LAT Data Selection

● P8R3

● 1/9/2008-1/4/2019,  search radius 60°

● Maximum zenith angle of 105°

● Spacecraft rocking angle maximum 52°

● SOURCE event class

● Point sources from preliminary 4FGL cut out with 1° radius
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Estimating Measurement Uncertainties

● Perform gtobssim

simulations for a 

realistic sky

● Scale the simulations 

to have similar 

number of photons as 

data.
○ 𝜎! is uncertainty

○ Possible bias
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LAT results

● Galactic effect at large R

● Only a few >2σ outliers
● Consecutive outliers significance 

estimated to be <3σ

● No clear structure
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LAT data – North South

● Showing most 
significant 
combinations

● No clear correlation 
between hemispheres
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Comparison with Tashiro et al.
● Peak structure

● Significant signal*

● Subdued curve structure

● No significant signal

Latitude cut 80°, energy bins 10-20, 40-50 and 50-60 GeV 12
Tashiro et al.



Conclusions

● Obtained 𝑄 values compatible with 0

● 2 main factors
○ New error estimate

○ Subdued structure, no prominent peaks

● → Adding more data is unlikely to give a statistically significant result using
this method

● M. Kachelrieß and B. C. Martinez (2020, Phys. Rev. D 102, 083001) later 
confirmed the null results

● For more details we refer to our paper: Julia Asplund et al 2020 ApJ 898 124
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Thank you for listening!
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Why is handedness important

● Most macrophysical processes show no statistical preference for handedness

● Low pressure areas

are a good counter

example

● Left: North Atlantic

● Right: South Atlantic

● Averages out to 0
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The Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT)

● ACD:
○ Charged particle detector

● Tracker:
○ Conversion layers intertwined with Si strips for 

tracking particles

● Calorimeter:
○ Energy estimate and tracking capabilities

● Detailed simulations required to reconstruct 

and filter out photons.
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The Large Area Telescope on the Fermi Gamma-ray Space TelescopeMission 27

FIG. 1.— Schematic diagram of the Large Area Telescope. The telescope’s dimensions are 1.8 m ! 1.8 m ! 0.72 m. The power required and the mass are
650 W and 2,789 kg, respectively.

FIG. 2.— LAT source sensitivity for exposures on various timescales. Each map is an Aitoff projection in galactic coordinates. In standard sky-survey mode,
nearly uniform exposure is achieved every 2 orbits, with every region viewed for "30 min every 3 hours.



The Fermi-LAT Sky Above 1 GeV
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Physical motivation by Tashiro et al.

Image from Tashiro et al. (2014) 

Pair production

Up-scatter CMB photon
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Refining the correlator (Tashiro et al.)

● Blazar position not known à use         instead of

● Photons not guaranteed to be from same source

● Assume same source within a circular patch

● uncertainty estimate 

● Remove photons coming directly from the blazar
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Calculations on Uniform Photon Directions

● Sample photon directions uniformly 

on the sphere
○ 500 simulations to get 1 sigma 

uncertainty

● Useful to test the code and 

uncertainty estimates
○ Mean value should be compatible with 0

○ Standard deviation of simulations 

should be compatible with mean of the 

estimated 1 sigma uncertainty 20



Effect of the Latitude Cut

● Latitude cut to reduce emission 

from the very bright Galactic Plane

● Only applied to the highest energy 

photons
○ Increases statistics compared to 

applying the cut to all bins

● Uniform simulations show a bias in 

the uncertainty estimate
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Instrument Response and Exposure

● Effective area of the LAT 

depends on:
○ Energy

○ Incidence angle

● Scanning the sky every 2 

orbits

● Leads to non-uniform 

photon distributions
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Interstellar Emission

● Emission from interactions between 

cosmic rays and the interstellar 

medium

● Very bright in the Galactic Plane, 

extends to high latitudes

● Energy and spatially dependent 

emission
○ Could affect the calculations for Q

23From Ackermann et al. 2012

interstellarisotropic



gtobssim Simulation

● gtobssim is a tool to simulate LAT photon data
○ Takes into account the effective area and the observing profile

● Requires a model of the emission from the entire sky
○ Isotropic: power law with index -2.3 and flux of 7.15 m-2 s-1 between 33.6 MeV and 890 GeV

○ Interstellar emission: gll_iem_v06.fit

● P8R2_SOURCE_V6 IRFs

● Observing profile from Sept 2008 to end of 2018
○ Not exactly the same as data, was created before data was downloaded.

○ Should not affect the results significantly
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Simulated Isotropic Emission 

● Increasing

● Small deviation from 0

● North-south discrepancy

Latitude cut: 60° 80° 25



Simulated Interstellar Emission

● Increases

● Latitude dependence

● Possible bias

● Very few        photons

Latitude cut: 60° 80° 26



Conclusions - For the future

● Include photons up to higher energy

● Use known point sources for source position instead of 

● Shells instead of circular patches around  source   

The implication of a left-handed helical cosmological magnetic field was not 
confirmed in this work. Yet to find out is whether one in fact doesn’t exist, or if we 

just need a different method to detect it. 
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Method - Data sets used
Simulated:

● Uniform data (500 realizations)

● Isotropic with LAT exposure (200 realizations)

● IEM with LAT exposure (200 realizations)

● Combined IEM and isotropic (200 realizations) à realistic simulation of the sky

Real:

● ~10 years of LAT data, ~92000 photons after cuts
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Method – Usage of simulations

● Statistics of all realizations is the useful results

● Mean        can reveal if the considered parameter bias the calculations

● Standard deviation of the       distribution to be compared with
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Theory - Physical motivation by Tashiro et al.

Image from Tashiro et al. (2014)
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Exposure - effective are

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/lat_Performance.htm 31



IEM 

Source Ackerman et al. (2012)

Source Ackerman et al. (2015) 32



IC-scattering

Source https://www.nuclear-power.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Inverse-Compton-scattering.gif33


